A walking assist device (WAD) with bodyweight support reduces energy expenditure of a walking person. However, it is also important that the location of actuators in the WAD will be optimally chosen. For this purpose a wearable assist device composed of a bodyweight support, legs and shoes articulated with hip (upper joint), knee (middle joint), and ankle (lower joint) is discussed. Since human walk involves large displacements only in sagittal plane, a planar model is considered. In order to evaluate the optimal distribution of input torques, a bipedal model of a seven-link system with several walking velocities is coupled with the mentioned WAD. To study the efficiency of the WAD and to choose an appropriate actuation, the torque cost is evaluated when the same walking pattern are tracked with and without a WAD. The paper deals with the torque cost for the human and the WAD with several types of actuation. It is shown that full actuation with six motors or partial actuation with two motors located at the upper joints are two more efficient solutions while an actuation at the middle joints or lower joints only is ineffective. The numerical simulations carried out for several walking velocities confirm the mentioned observations.
Introduction
Musculoskeletal disorders for workers and/or elderly people are actually social worries. As a consequence during the last few years, several biomechanic studies and realizations of walking assist devices have been carried out. For example, Priebe and Kram [1] compared the metabolic power consumption for ten young adults walking without assistance and using two-wheeled, fourwheeled and four-footed walker devices. Zhang and Hashimoto [2] presented a trajectory generation method for a robotic suit to assist walking by supporting the hip joints. Ikeuchi et al [3] proposed a wearable walking assist device. This device, with a seat, segments, and two shoes is disposed along the inner side of the user's legs. It produces an assisting force directed from the center of pressure to the center of mass of the human using two actuators.
The design of a WAD remains an open problem since walking implies displacement of the mass and inertia of the WAD, the human walking must be facilitated and not perturbed. Human's walking is a complex coordination of muscle activity, actuator torques and joint motions. This is even more true for human's walking with an assist device, where closed kinematic chains has to be considered. This paper deals with the problem of the best distribution of actuators for a given wearable walking device which assists a seven-link planar biped during a given cyclic walking gait.
To evaluate the effect of WAD on the torque cost, reference walking gaits must previously be defined. For example the cart-model, or the linear inverted pendulum model, based on the zero moment point ZM P can be efficient to design a walking gait; see [4] , [5] , and [6] . A walking gait based on capture point regulation is developed in [7] and in [8] . The capture point is the location on the ground where a biped needs to step in order to come to a stop. These approaches are largely used in humanoid robotics but do not produce humanlike motion and thus are not well adapted in our context. Another approach employed to generate walking patterns for biped robots is based on central pattern generators (CP Gs) and do not require any physical model of the biped; see [9] and [10] . The reference motion of the biped can be based on record of human motion [11] , [12] . In this paper walking patterns defined through an optimization algorithm.
To study the efficiency of the walking assist devices, the torques of the model of human without and with the wearable device will be compared. Several levels of assistance will be considered. These levels of assistance are respectively the biped fully assisted, the biped partially assisted through two motors located at the upper joints, at the middle joints or at the lower joints respectively. The structure of the paper is the following. In section 2, the modeling of the biped and its walking assist device are defined. In section 3, the design of reference gaits is shortly presented. Section 4 is devoted to the statement of the considered problem. In section 5, the numerical tests are discussed. Section 6 offers our conclusion and perspectives.
Studied biped with its wearable walking assist device
The wearable walking assist device, drawn with thick lines in Figure 1 , is composed of a seat, attached to the waist, segments, and two shoes. It has six joints in the sagittal plane, i.e. two upper joints between the seat and the upper legs, two middle joints between the upper legs and the lower legs, and two lower joints between the lower legs and the feet. The wearable device has a similar shape than of human with two shins, femurs and shoes. The connection of the wearable walking assist device with human corresponds to the complete feet and to the base of the trunk according to Figure 1 . The parameters of the human model is taken from the literature [13] . The whole mass of the biped is 75 kg, its height is 1.75 m. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the model of human and the WAD. The arms and head of the human are taken into account in the parameters of the trunk. Table 1 Parameters for the seven-link biped and the walking assist device.
The model of the human equipped with the walking assist device includes mechanical closed loops due to the multiple connections between the human and the WAD. The generalized configuration vector x is
where the configuration variables are described in figure 1 . The dynamic model is calculated using the equivalent tree structure and adding the external forces and moments between the cut links as external forces and moments [14] . Let us define by f ci =[f xi , f yi , m zi ] ⊤ , i = 1, 2, the vectors composed of the external forces and moments for both loop closures denote action torsors. Through the virtual work principle, these vectors contribute into the dynamic model by adding terms J ⊤ i λ i , where J i is the 3 × 15 Jacobian matrix describing how the action torsor acts on the system. The model of human and its WAD is also subject of external forces and moments exerted by the ground in the stance feet. The complete dynamic model can be written as:
with the constraint equations, Fig. 1 Planar model of human with its walking assist device. The model of human is depicted in fine line, the coordinates, which are used to describe the human configuration include the position and orientation of the trunk defined by x, y, q 5 and the orientation of the thigh, shin and feet defined by q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 , q 6 , q 7 . The WAD shown in thick line is attached to the waist of the human, and the articulation of the seat is below the human hip with a distance l 3 along the trunk. The WAD is also attached to the human throughout the feet. Mechanical loops are thus created and the modeling required to cut these closed loops virtually 1(c) and to introduce the coordinates q 8 , q 91 , q 92 , q 101 , q 102 , q 11 to described the WAD configuration.
r i m iz ⊤ , with i = 1 to 2, are the resultant action torsors of the contact efforts with the ground reaction in both feet. J r1 and J r2 are the 3 × 15 Jacobian matrices for the constraint equations in position and orientation for both feet, respectively. A(x) is the 15 × 15 symmetric positive definite inertia matrix, h(x,ẋ) is the (15 × 1) vector, which groups the centrifugal, Coriolis effects, and the gravity forces. The (15 × 6) constant matrix D h , describes the action of the torque Γ h of the human model on the system. The (15 × n a ) constant matrix D W , describes how the torque Γ W of the WAD act on the system, here n a is the number of actuators 2 ≤ n a ≤ 6. In the single support, with a stance foot and with flat foot contact on the ground the number of degrees of freedom is six, since the constraints (3) have to be satisfied.
The reference cyclic walking gait
The goal of this study is to compare the energy consumption for a given reference walking gait adopted by the biped alternately without and with its wearable assist device. Initially, the reference walking gait is computed for the biped without the WAD. This walking gait is cyclic, i.e. all steps are identical. Each step is composed of a single support phase and an impact. In single support the stance foot has a flat contact with the ground. When the swing foot impacts the ground the other foot takes off. The evolution of each joint of the biped is prescribed with a third order polynomial function, of which the coefficients are calculated through a parametric optimization algorithm. The criterion for minimization is the integral of the square of torques for a given walking step length at several velocities; see [15] and [16] . The cyclic walking gait is defined such that the conditions of the flat contact for the stance foot are satisfied without sliding nor rotation of this stance foot. This gait has been chosen for its simplicity, more complex gait with double support phase can be considered in future.
Study of the optimal distribution of the torques for the biped with the wearable assist device
The biped equipped of a WAD tracks the walking cyclic gait defined in Sec. 3. The optimal distribution of the torques for the biped and its walking assist device is studied for the four following cases. Firstly the biped is fully assisted, the WAD provides six torques. The three other cases are defined such as the WAD provides two torques (Γ 7 and Γ 8 ), (Γ 9 and Γ 10 ), or (Γ 11 and Γ 12 ). For each case, at each sampling time during one step of the cyclic gait, an optimization algorithm is stated to define the torque distribution between human and WAD. Let us multiply the dynamic model (2) with the matrix J ⊥ (12 × 15) = [J ⊤ r1 J ⊤ r2 ] ⊥ to obtain a model, which does not depend on the ground reaction on the stance foot:
The left hand side of (4) depends only of the reference walking gait, and thus is known. The objective is now to find the forces and moments f c1 , f c2 and the torques Γ h , Γ W that produce the desired motion. It exists an infinite number of solutions since equation (4) is a system of 12 equations and 12 + n a unknowns, with a full rank matrix D J ⊤ 1 J ⊤ 2 . The dimension of overactuation is n a , the number of actuators of the WAD.
Two criteria will be considered depending on the objective of the use of the WAD. For people with disabilities, the minimisation of the human action is an obvious criterion
For valid people, the minimisation of the human and WAD torques can also be used:
The weighted combination of the two criteria can be considered, but as illustration the two extreme cases C 1 and C 2 will only be studied. Constraints are defined to limit the efforts of each loop closure between the human and its assist advice, to ensure that the vertical component of the ground reaction on the stance foot is positive. Furthermore a constraint of no rotation of the stance foot is also taken into account.
Results
The results are presented for a walking speed 0.65 m/s (2.34 km/h) of the biped, considering respectively the optimized criterion C 1 and the optimized criterion C 2 given in figures 2 and 3. Four different cases of actuation of the WAD are considered: the WAD is fully actuated, or partially actuated through the actuated upper joints only (Γ 9 = 0, Γ 10 = 0, Γ 11 = 0 andΓ 12 = 0), the actuated middle joints only (Γ 7 = 0, Γ 8 = 0, Γ 11 = 0 andΓ 12 = 0), and the upper joints only (Γ 7 = 0, Γ 8 = 0, Γ 9 = 0 andΓ 10 = 0). The results are compared to the case of the walking without assistance. In this case the biped is not equipped with the WAD, thus the weight of the walking assist device is not taken into account. These results correspond to the nominal case for the definition of the cyclic walking (see section 3). The shown results correspond to the following cases. Based on the obtained results, we following observations can be made
1. An actuation of the middle joints or of the lower joints only are not appropriate since the torque cost for the human increases with these types of assistance. 2. A complete actuation of the WAD, allows a displacement of the human without any human torque if necessary (see figure 2 ). In this case, the cost to be produced by the WAD is high. A decrease of the human torque cost with respect to an unassisted case can be obtained with a very low increase of the total torque cost when criterion C 2 is minimized. The human torque cost can be adjusted between 0 and this value through the use of a weighted criterion C 1 + αC 2 . 3. The solution of the assistance in the upper joints only seems efficient to help the biped in good health, the device at least compensates for its weight, it can also reduce the burden of the human according to the optimized criterion. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are relative to the fully assisted biped for the optimized criteria C 1 and C 2 respectively. The cost torque for the model of human of the fully assisted biped is smaller than without assistance. When C 1k is the optimization criterion, the torque cost of the WAD is high. However the torques of the model of human are not equal to zero and even increase when the velocity is over 0.6 m/s (2.88 km/h). This is due to the fact that the reference trajectory is adapted to the autonomous biped and not to the biped with its WAD. In case of a paralyzed human using a walking assist device, the gait has to be adapted to the complete system. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) are relative to the model of human equipped of the WAD actuated at the upper joint level only, for the optimized criterion C 1 and C 2 respectively. Depending of the criterion minimized, the torque cost for the human can be reduced or almost unchanged with respect to the case of the human not equipped with a WAD. These curves confirm that to increase the autonomy of the biped the assistance in the upper joints only is a good compromise.
Conclusion
The paper presented a comparative analysis of the torque cost of walking with several actuations of a WAD in the case of simple walking gait with single support phases and impacts. It has been shown that the WAD fully actuated and the WAD actuated only at the upper joints are two interesting proposals. The WAD only actuated at the middle joints or at the lower joints are ineffective. A study for several walking velocities confirmed these results. It is an initial step to start the process of conception of a walking assist device. The perspective is a deeper study of the optimal placement of the actuators by introducing more complex and anthropomorphic walking gaits and the extension to the introduction of passive element to store energy.
